July 18, 2005

All Registered Lift/Escalator Contractors

Dear Sirs,

**Circular No. 6/2005**

**Use of Pull-rivets for Fixing Objects**

This circular is to draw your attention that special care should be taken to prevent any objects of lift and escalator installations falling from height, in particular, those objects which are fixed by means of pull-rivets, which might not be so long lasting under certain circumstances, for instance, if the object is subject to vibration/impact. If possible, other durable fixing means should be adopted.

For those existing objects which have been fixed by means of pull-rivets, you are requested to conduct regular check to ensure that they are always securely fixed.

Yours faithfully,

(K.M. WOO)
for Director of Electrical & Mechanical Services

c.c. Hong Kong General Union of Lift and Escalator Employees